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We naw, we naw give up the fight.
Because we tell you say we know we're right.
We naw, we naw give up the fight.
Therefore we're keeping everything in sight.
The hawk, the hawk is coming down.
The hawk, the hawk is coming down.
The hawk is flying so low.
He's trying to follow you wherever you go.
He's here for a kill. / Because he claim you didn't pay
the bill.
He circles around. All over town. / Scanning the ground.
Then he moves in for another hit.
Then you will be wondering will he ever quit.
While others try to make a run for it.
In fear of tax invasion. / Heading in their direction.
Be sure that you're secure-
Because the hawk will be back for more.
Economical crisis. In these places. / Up in your face.
The hawk is flying so low.
He's carefully watching you wherever you go.
The IRS. They won't take no rest. / They keep digging at
you.
So you got to pay the revenue.
And if you don't, they gonna dig you down.
All the way to the ground.
The hawk is coming down.
The system is a hawk. / So be careful of how you walk.
Don't you take it for no joke.
They'll dig you down and leave you broke.
The system is a hawk. / They try to see the things you
do.
Make sure that you are straight.
Therefore you won't be no bait.
In this ya tax invasion. Upon the nation. / Economical
crisis.
We naw give up the fight.
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